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INTRODUCTION

In most of existing global aligner, an anchor-based strategy is used: the alignment is guided
by exact or non-exact local alignments, then is completed by different methods to produce
a global alignment [5]. We recycle this idea to align gene orders. Our data consist in two
genomes represented by two sequences of signed identifiers. Those identifiers can be genes,
gene families, or any other kind of genomic markers.

We define exact anchors with duplications by considering the generalized common intervals
between two genomes [3]. The problem of finding a maximal cover with a minimal num-
ber of common intervals involved isNP-complete, which we prove here. Thus we use a
heuristic approach to compute a covering of the genomes by our anchor. We complete the
alignment by releasing conditions on the common intervals in an iterative process.

The alignment can be used to compute breakpoints, conserved intervals or common intervals
distances between species, in a comparative genomic purpose like phylogenomic reconstruc-
tion, or visualization of repeats [1].

COMMON INTERVALS WITH DUPLICATIONS

Given an alphabetΣ, we define acharacter setas a set of elements ofΣ.
Given one genomeA, the alphabetΣ of its gene content, and a character setS, we define a
CS-locationof S in A as an occurrence of a word onS in A. The location ismaximalif this
word cannot be extended on the right or on the left.
A CS-location represents a contiguous region inA with gene content exactlyS.
A CS-factor between two or more genomes is a character set which has at least one CS-
location in each genome.

Exemple: S = {7, 8, 9, 10, 11}
Genome A:1 2 3 12 11 8 7 9 9 10 4 3 1 1 5
Genome B:6 1 4 8 9 10 11 7 2 13 13 7 8 9 10 11

In the following, acommon intervalwill refer to the maximal CS-location of a character set
in a set of genomes.

COMPUTATION OF THE COMMON INTERVALS

Schmidt and Stoye provide in [6] a quadratic algorithm to compute all the common intervals
between two genomes. This algorithm is implemented in the Gecko software [3, 6]. We
completed the implementation of this algorithm with a visualizer,Cigal, that displays a
genome per axis, and the common intervals as a set of boxes.

(a) General view of the common intervals between two strands
of Yersina Pestis

(b) Zoom on a region

(c) Detail of a box with the genes identificator (d) Filtering of big boxes (max area = 9)

THE Minimum Box Full Covering PROBLEM IS NP-
COMPLETE

TheMinimum Box Full Covering problem is the following problem : Given a set of boxes
B = {B1, B2, . . . , Bn} and a positive integers′, the problem asks to find a subsetB′ ⊆ B of
cardinality lower than or equal tos′, such that (1) given any pair(Bi, Bj) of boxes ofB′, Bi

andBj are compatible and (2) given any boxBm ∈ B such thatBm 6∈ B′, ∃Bi ∈ B′ such
thatBi andBm are not compatible (B′ is said to bemaximal).

We provide a polynomial-time reduction from the Minimum Common String Partition prob-
lem which has been proved to be NP-complete in [2]. Thus we use a greedy heuristic, which
gives good approximation. We sort the boxes by area and iteratively eliminate the incom-
patible boxes.

(a) The big box in the middle will be chosen instead of the
little ones sharing the same rows or columns

(b) Same region after the covering

EXTRACTING A PERMUTATION

Once a box covering is computed, we assign orthologs in each box, except when there is
a duplication. We obtain a sequence of boxes of size 1 and some boxes of size≥ 1 but
containing just one gene family. The output permutation is the permutation of the boxes
order in one genome and the other.

Using the permutation, it is possible to compute some interesting distances using the break-
points, the common intervals or the conserved intervals between the output permutation and
the identity.

PHYLOGENETIC ISSUES

We computed a distance matrix for the 12γ−proteobactia studied in [4] and [1]. The phy-
logeny was obtained by thefitch command available in the PHYLIP package.

(a) The tree obtained with Cigal (b) Reference tree presented in [4]

CONCLUSION
This software tool can be used to compute distances in a phylogenomic purpose, but can
also be useful in orthologs assignment or complete genomes alignment.
Future works will include algorithms optimization, more options and the extension to mul-
tiple genomes alignment.
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